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As London Metals Exchange Week 2023 wraps up, we summarise some of the key observations

for the state of the base metals in 2023 and what are likely to drivers for the markets

going into 2024.

 

Better than the macro data would indicateBetter than the macro data would indicate

Despite the challenging macroeconomic backdrop especially in China, metal demand is

holding up fairly well. Demand indicators are generally holding up better than

macroeconomic data would suggest, indicating other forces are at play. The main diver of

the discrepancy is likely to be the shift in demand for metals coming from the energy

transition.

 

The upside surprise in Chinese demand can be linked to accelerated grid spending in the

country which is a metal intensive activity (Figure 1). China has ‘net zero’ ambitions

and has been using this era of relatively low copper prices to accelerate the buildout

of its grid infrastructure that will be essential for increasing the capacity of

electric vehicles on its roads.

 

Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree, March 2015 to August 2023, four-month moving average. Historical performance is not

an indication of future performance and any investments may go down in value.

 

More broadly, China’s piece-meal stimulus activity is starting to bear fruits.
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Aggregate financing to the real economy has turned a corner after several months

of disappointment and is now rising faster than consensus expectations, which

could bode well for further metal demand. It’s worth noting that copper demand

in China had not fallen as much as aggregate financing data would have indicated

(Figure 2). We believe the stimulus will continue to support the metals market

into 2024, although we note that China has not yet offered a big ‘bazooka’ of a

stimulus package yet. 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree, January 2010 to September 2023. Combines old and new total social financing

measures to get a longer aggregate financing time series, but readers should be aware of definitional changes in

2018. Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and any investments may goHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any investments may go

down in value.down in value.

  

 

More metal supply in 2024More metal supply in 2024

Markets are concerned that the supply outages in a range of metals could reverse

course next year and therefore start to weigh on price. In its latest

projections, the International Copper Study Group (ICSG) now envisages a massive

supply surplus of 467,000 tonnes in 2024 (previously 298,000 tonnes). This is

thanks to a considerable expansion of refined copper production, especially in

China, though new production capacities in Indonesia, India and the US are also

set to contribute to nearly 5% year-on-year production growth in 2024. However,

the group maintain a deficit forecast in 2023 in the order of 27,000 tonnes,

albeit a narrower deficit compared to their April forecast of 114,000 tonnes.

Other metal study groups (such as the International Nickel Study Group,

International Lead and Zinc Study Group) that met the prior week also expect

higher supplies. However, we note that a lot of European metal smelters that

went offline during the energy crisis of 2022 are unlikely to come back.

Furthermore, these forecasts are based on all planned production coming to the

market, which is rarely the case. Usually a 1-2% supply disruption takes place

and that has the potential to significantly alter the balance.
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Nickel oversupply spilling into Class 1Nickel oversupply spilling into Class 1

Market participants are increasingly worried about a Class 1 nickel oversupply

in 2024. Indonesia’s mining and processing expansion has largely impacted Class

2 nickel. That is the material most suitable for meeting Chinese demand for

nickel pig iron (NPI). High quality, Class 1 nickel, however, has been in a

supply deficit in recent years. Class 1 has seen increasing demand from battery

applications as electric vehicles expand production (and utilisation). However,

conversion of Class 2 to Class 1 is looking increasingly economically feasible

and Indonesia is at the forefront. There is even potential for a trade deal that

could see Indonesian supply become Inflation Reduction Act compliant. That could

see US battery demand be met by a new source of metal supply. At the same time,

what was thought to be a localised shift to less nickel-intense battery

technology in China, could become a more global trend. That is also a source of

concern for the market.

 

Market developmentsMarket developments

The London Metal Exchange (LME) Chief Executive Matthew Chamberlain announced at

the main LME dinner that the LME has launched a new collaboration on product

development with its Chinese rival, the Shanghai Futures Exchange (SHFE). The

announcement came after news last month that SHFE was looking into the possible

launch of a nickel futures contract for international use. A much larger

proportion of industrial nickel use today is Class 2 rather than Class 1. China

is seen as the main venue for transactions in Class 2 nickel and should have a

greater role in benchmark price formation. The Class 1 LME contract thus has a

degree of disconnect with the bulk of current industrial use and therefore has

been seen as an imperfect hedging tool. While the LME didn’t offer much detail

about its collaboration with the SHFE, an obvious area for joint work is in

nickel.

 

ConclusionsConclusions

Overall, the mood at the LME week was sombre, not just because of the

geopolitical events that took place the weekend before the event. However, many

were surprised at the strength of current demand. As we have highlighted,

commodities tend to be late-cycle performers and we are likely seeing that in

play in the current economic cycle. The energy transition is adding further fuel

to metal demand that could help the complex during otherwise challenging times

if a perfect soft-landing is not achieved. 

 

 

Related blogs Related blogs 

+ Myth-busting: top 6 misconceptions about commodities

+ What's Hot: Tit-for-tat in the green arms race should tighten metal supplies

+ Copper: the irreplaceable raw material for renewable energy

View the online version of this article here.
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document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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